Predicting the global quality and local (residual-specific) quality of a single protein structural model is important for protein structure prediction and application. In this work, we developed a deep one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1DCNN) that predicts the absolute local quality of a single protein model as well as two 1DCNNs to predict both local and global quality simultaneously through a novel multi-task learning framework. The networks accept sequential and structural features (i.e. amino acid sequence, agreement of secondary structure and solvent accessibilities, residual disorder properties and Rosetta energies) of a protein model of any size as input to predict its quality, which is different from existing methods using a fixed number of handcrafted features as input. Our three methods (InteractQA-net, JointQA-net and LocalQA-net) were trained on the structural models of the single-domain protein targets of CASP8, 9, 10 and evaluated on the models of CASP11 and CASP12 targets. The results show that the performance of our deep learning methods is comparable to the state-of-the-art quality assessment methods. Our study also demonstrates that combining local and global quality predictions together improves the global 2 quality prediction accuracy. The source code and executable of our methods are available at: https://github.com/multicom-toolbox/DeepCovQA Affiliations
Introduction
In the past few decades, protein structure prediction had achieved significant progress on both template-based modeling and template-free modeling [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . As a quality control step of modeling, protein model quality assessment (QA) plays an important role in selecting most accurate models among a massive number of decoys generated by protein structure modeling methods. There are two kinds of model quality assessment methods: local quality assessment [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and global quality assessment 10, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Local QA methods attempt to predict the spatial deviation of each residue in a model from the native structure (e.g. the absolute distance between the position of Ca atom of a residue in a model and that in the native structure), while global QA methods aim to predict the overall similarity (e.g. GDT-TS score 23 ) between a model and its native structure. One kind of QA methods require a pool of models as input, which are often called consensus (or multi-model) methods 16, [24] [25] [26] . Consensus QA methods evaluate a protein model by comparing it against the other models in the pool and calculating the average structural similarity as an indicator of the quality.
Another kind of QA method only takes a single model as input to predict its quality, which are called single-model QA methods. These methods utilize the sequence and structural information of a single model itself to assess its quality. Consensus QA methods usually achieve good performance if a significant portion of models in the model pool are of good quality. However, it tends to fail if most models are of poor quality and is time-consuming if the size of the model pool is large. In contrast, the performance of single-model QA methods can be more consistent and more independent of the distribution of model quality in a pool because it predicts the quality of a model using only the information about itself. This is particularly useful if there are very few good models in a large model pool, which often happens in template-free protein structure prediction.
Recent top-ranked single-model QA methods generally start with generating structure-related features from a model followed by applying machine learning methods to estimate its local or global quality score. Several features have been proved to be effective, such as sequence/profile alignment, predicted secondary structure and solvent accessibility of residues 8 , residue-residue contact potential 19 , torsion angle of main chain 27 , physicochemical properties 13 , and energy-based environment of residues and models 12, 13, 15 . Methods such as support vector machine 8, 15, 28 , neural network 14 , and linear combination 22, 29 are commonly used for quality estimation. Many top QA methods have been largely tested and assessed in the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) 9 . ProQ2 10 had the good performance on local quality assessment by using machine learning on the features including secondary structure, surface area, contacts information and so on, and its new version ProQ3 15 that added Rosetta energies as features further improved quality assessment. DeepQA 14 integrated energy-based potential scores with other structural information (i.e. RWplus 30 , OPUS 31 and DFIRE 32 ) derived from structures and improved the global quality prediction. Qprob 13 combined structural/sequence features, including energy and physicochemical properties of a model, to evaluate its quality. All the methods predict local or global quality separately. No methods tried to predict both quality measurements at the same time, even though some methods derived the global score converted from predicted local quality score of residues 8, 33 . Moreover, traditional machine learning based quality assessment methods used a fixed-size sliding window approach to estimate the local deviation of each residue, in which the features of neighboring residues within a window of a specific size (e.g. 5, 11 and 21 residues) that is centered on a target residue are combined by machine learning approaches to predict the local quality of the residue. Recently, deep learning techniques that can handle input of varied size have achieved significant success in the bioinformatics field 14, 34, 35 . Especially, the application of deep convolutional neural network (CNN) 7,36,37 (e.g. 1DCNN for sequential data and 2DCNN for image-like inputs) has achieved the promising performance and becomes one of the best machine learning methods for solving bioinformatics problems 7, 36, 37 . The convolutional neural networks can learn longer-range sequential and structural information from the input features of arbitrary length, which cannot be utilized traditional sliding window approaches.
In this study, we designed novel deep convolutional networks to predict the local and global quality of a protein model consisting of any number of residues, leveraging their capability of handling input of any length. Furthermore, we used a novel multi-task learning framework to study whether global and local quality predictions can synergistically interact to improve prediction performance.
Specifically, we developed three novel single-model predictors, InteractQA-net, JointQA-net and LocalQA-net, which use sequence information, structural features, residue-specific Rosetta energies, and other energy scores as input to predict local quality or both global and local quality of a model. We also combined the three predictors to further improve prediction accuracy.
Result and Discussion

Training and parameter optimization
We trained each convolutional network with different parameter setting on our training dataset and selected the best trained model using the ASE metric calculated on the validation dataset. We optimized the following hyper-parameters: the depth of the network (from 5 to 10), the filter size of each convolution layer (from 5 to 15), and the number of filters in each convolutional layer (from 5 to 20). Based on the results on the validation set, the depth of convolutional layers in the InteractQA-net is set to 10, number of filters to 10, and the filter size to 15. For the JointQA-net and LocalQA-net, the final depth of convolution layers is set to 5, number of filters to 5, and filter size to 6 in each convolutional layer. The deep networks trained with these parameters on the training dataset were evaluated on the independent test datasets.
Comparison of local quality predictions with other single-model QA methods on CASP11 and CASP12
We compared InteractQA-net, JointQA and LocalQA-net with CASP single-model QA methods on the 1 stage and 2 stage subsets of CASP11 and CASP12 test datasets. We calculated the average ASE score across all models of each subset for our three predictors and other CASP predictors for comparison ( Table 1 and Table 2 ). LocalQA-net achieved slightly better performance than InteractQA-net and JointQA-net according to the average ASE scores on the CASP 11 datasets, but it was slightly worse than InteractQA-net and JointQA-net on the CASP 12 datasets, suggesting that including the global quality prediction did not necessarily help with the local quality prediction. However, the accuracy of the ensemble (CNNQA) of the three predictors is higher than each our three predictors, indicating that the three methods are complementary.
The performance of LocalQA-net, InteractQA-net, and JointQA-net is comparable to the best performing predictors in CASP11 and CASP12 experiments (e.g. Wang_deep_3, ProQ2, and ProQ3), and CNNQA has slightly higher the average ASE score than all the CASP11 and CASP12 predictors. 
Comparison of global quality predictions with other single-model QA methods on CASP11 and CASP12
In order to evaluate the global quality prediction performance of our methods, we generated the global quality scores for our methods (InteractQA-net, LocalQA-net, LocalQA-net, CNNQA), which were converted from their residue-specific local quality predictions by averaging them using
. We compare them with other QA predictors on the same datasets of CASP 11 and CASP 12 used in the local quality prediction evaluation. We calculated the average Pearson's correlation between predicted global quality scores and real global quality scores as well as the average loss to evaluate the performances of the QA predictors (see the results in Table 3 and Table 4 ). According to the Pearson's correlation results on 1 stage and 2 stage from CASP 11 and CASP 12, InteractQA-net achieved higher correlation and lower loss than LocalQA-net, which showed that integrating the global similarity into local quality prediction improved the global quality prediction derived from the local quality prediction. In terms of average Pearson's correlation, InteractQA-net and CNNQA had the similar performance and both performed better than all other CASP11 and CASP12 predictors. In terms of average loss, InteractQA-net and CNNQA performed better than the other predictors on the CASP11 datasets, but worse than the two top methods (SVMQA 28 and ProQ3 15 ) on the CASP12 datasets.
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Influence of Rosetta energy terms and single-domain targets on the quality predictions
The performance of the three methods with and without Rosetta energies as input and trained on either the single-domain dataset or the full-length dataset was evaluated on Stage 1, Stage 2, and all the models of CASP11 and CASP12 test datasets and were visualized in the Figure 1 . It is worth noting that each network with specific data input was fully tuned to the best performance on the validation dataset before being evaluated on the independent test dataset. As results shown in multi-domain targets, with an average 0.49 improvement on the CASP11 and CASP12 datasets in terms of ASE score. 
Conclusion
In this work, we presented the novel 1D convolutional neural networks for predicting the quality of a single protein model. Instead of using fixed-size sliding windows to generate features for each residue, our network accepts the input of an entire protein model of arbitrary sequence length and therefore it can access the global structural information that informs the quality of a position of residue. We also designed a new training pipeline to integrate local and global quality prediction together, which improved the accuracy of global quality prediction. Overall, our methods performed comparably to the state-of-the-art methods in the past CASP11 and CASP12
experiments. The results demonstrate that 1D deep convolutional neural networks are promising techniques for protein model quality assessment. In the near future, we will design more advanced deep learning architectures to further advance protein model quality prediction.
Methods
Datasets
The dataset for training and validation was downloaded from the 8th, 9th and 10th Critical Assessments of Structure Prediction (CASP) experiments (http://predictioncenter.org/), consisting of the models for 322 protein targets whose native structures were officially released. The targets with multiple-domains were removed from dataset because using only single-domain models to train the methods worked better (see the Results and Discussions Section for details), and the remaining protein models for single-domain targets were used for training and validation, leading to 48,574 structural models for 236 single-domain targets. Specifically, the final dataset contains 15,022 models of 82 CASP8 targets, 19,926 models of 87 CASP9 targets, and 13,626 models of 67 CASP10 targets.
The 236 targets were randomly split into the two sets according to the 80% -20% ratio. The models of 80% targets were used for training and the rest for validation and parameter tuning. Specifically, the final training dataset contains 38,832 models and the validation dataset contains 9,742 models.
The independent test datasets include the models of all the single-domain and multi-domain targets of CASP11 and CASP12 experiments. Specifically, 14,076 models of 84 CASP11 targets and 6,008 models from 40 CASP12 targets whose native structure were released to date were included into the test dataset.
The true local and global quality scores of the models in the datasets above were obtained by comparing them with the corresponding native structures. The local quality and global scores predicted by other CASP QA methods for the models were downloaded directly from CASP data repository (http://predictioncenter.org/) for comparison with our methods.
Feature Extraction
Our one-dimensional deep convolutional networks (1DCNN) take the following residue-wise raw features and several global features as input, which include (1) We used LGA structural alignment tool 42 to measure the local residue-wise distance error and global structural similarity score between models and their native structures. The local distance error is defined by the distance deviation of each residue in a model and in the native structure after superimposing them together, while the global similarity score is defined by the GDT-TS score 43 the average percent of residues in the model that are close to their positions in the native structure according to several thresholds. We used a function S-function ( ) = 1 1+( 0 ) 2 applied in the previous studies 8, 10 to scale the local distance deviation of residues into the range of [0,1],
where d is the distance deviation of a residue between model and native structure, and 0 is set to 3.0. Lower a distance, higher is the S score. d and S can be converted back and forth.
Deep convolutional neural network for protein model quality prediction
We designed three architectures of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) for predicting the residue-wise local quality of a protein model and investigating the effect of global quality prediction on the local quality prediction. Our first network (LocalQA-net) is designed for local quality prediction using 1D convolutional neural networks, as shown in Figure 3(A) . The network has one input layer for each protein structure of any length, multiple hidden convolutional layers and one output layer to predict final residual qualities of the same size. In the hidden convolutional layers, the "rectified-linear unit (ReLU)" activation function 44 and batch normalization 45 were applied during training. Our second network (InteractQA-net) consists of two sub-networks for local quality and global quality prediction separately and a common convolutional sub-network of extracting features from the input layer that are shared by the former two, as shown in Figure 3(B) .
On top of the common convolutional sub-network, the sub-network for predicting local quality, referred to as LocalQA-net, has one convolutional output layer with a sigmoid activation function to predict the local quality score for each residue in a model, resulting in L scores for a model of length L. The sub-network for the global quality prediction, referred to as GlobalQA-net, shares the same common network as LocalQA-net, followed by one K-max pooling layer 46 , which is (1 -the average difference of predicted residue quality ( ( )) and real residue quality ( ( ))) times 100. The higher ASE score, more accurate is the local quality prediction. The parameter setting yielding higher ASE was preferred. Each convolutional layer applies the batch-normalization and uses the rectifiedlinear unit (ReLU) activation function to convert its activation into its output.
In addition to the architecture above, we also designed another architecture called 'JointQA-net'
to integrate global quality prediction with local quality prediction, as shown in Figure 3 (C). The common sub-network and the sub-network for local quality prediction in JointQA-net are the same as InteractQA-net. But JointQA-net has a much simpler sub-network for global quality prediction, which has only one single output node to predict global quality scores. Moreover, instead of alternately training networks using local quality scores and global similarity scores as 'InteractQAnet', JointQA-net predicts both quality scores simultaneously in its output layer in order to optimize all the weights in the network at the same time. Finally, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating global quality predictions into local quality learning, both
InteractQA-net and JointQA-net were compared to the basic network of local quality prediction -LocalQA-netwhose weights were not adjusted according to global quality scores but according to local quality scores only. The network (LocalQA-net) accepts the raw features of models of proteins of variable sequence length (L) as input, and transforms the features into higher-level hidden features by 5 hidden layers of convolutions. Each convolutional layer applies 5 filters to windows of previous layers to generate L hidden features. The window size for each filter is set to 6. The last output layer adds one convolutional layer with one filter to generate the output of length L representing the local quality for each of L residues.
(B). The network (InteractQA-net) contains a common sub-network for extracting features from the input layer by convolution and two sub-networks for local quality (LocalQA-net) and global quality (GlobalQA-net) predictions separately. The network accepts the raw features of models of proteins of variable sequence length (L) as input, and transforms the features into higher-level hidden features by 10 hidden layers of convolutions. Each convolutional layer applies 10 filters to windows of previous layers to generate L hidden features. The window size for each filter is set to 15. LocalQA-net adds one convolutional layer with one filter at the top of the common sub-network to generate the output of length L representing the local quality for each of L residues. GlobalQA-net uses one 30-max pooling layer to select 30 maximum values from the output of each filer in the last layer of the common sub-network as features, which are joined together into one vector by a flatten layer. The flatten layer is fully connected to a hidden layer whose output is used by a single output node to predict the global quality score. LocalQA-net and GlobalQA-net are trained by local quality scores and global quality scores alternately.
(C). JointQA-net accepts the features of protein models of variable sequence length (L) as input and predicts the L local quality scores and one global quality score simultaneously. The weights in the network are optimized by both local and global quality scores at the same time.
Evaluation and Benchmarking
We evaluated both local and global quality predictions of our deep learning methods on two subsets (1 stage and 2 stage) of CASP11 and CASP12 datasets, respectively. The local quality predictions were evaluated based on the ASE score 48 . The global quality predictions were evaluated in terms of (1) Pearson's correlation between predicted global scores of the models of a target and the real global quality scores of the models of the target, and (2) the average loss. The loss is the difference between the real quality score of the no. 1 model selected according to predicted quality scores for a target and the quality score of the real best model of the target. The average loss evaluates the capability of a method to select good models. A loss 0 means the predicted global quality scores can always rank the real best model as no. 1.
We evaluated the performance of our three local quality predictors (InteractQA-net, JointQA and
LocalQA-net) on the test datasets and compared them with other QA predictors that participated in CASP 11 and CASP 12. The predictions of CASP QA predictors were directly downloaded from CASP repository (http://predictioncenter.org/). In order to evaluate the performance of our global quality predictions, we converted the local quality prediction made by InteractQA-net, JointQA and LocalQA-net into global quality scores by averaging the local quality predictions of residues directly using function
. Besides, an ensemble of our three predictors called CNNQA, which uses the average output of the three predictions as its prediction, was evaluated. The network (LocalQA-net) accepts the raw features of models of proteins of variable sequence length (L) as input, and transforms the features into higher-level hidden features by 5 hidden layers of convolutions. Each convolutional layer applies 5 filters to windows of previous layers to generate L hidden features. The window size for each filter is set to 6. The last output layer adds one convolutional layer with one filter to generate the output of length L representing the local quality for each of L residues.
Figure legends
Table legends
Table 1: The evaluation results (average ASE scores) of local quality predictions of single-model local quality QA predictors on stage 1 and stage 2 models from CASP 11. 
